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Abstract. This paper studies consensus among identical
agents that are at most critically unstable and coupled
through networks with nonuniform constant input delay. An
upper bound for delay tolerance is obtained which explicitly
depends on agent dynamics. For any delay satisfying this
upper bound, a controller design methodology without exact
knowledge of the network topology is proposed so that
multi-agent consensus in a set of unknown networks can be
achieved.

I. INTRODUCTION

The consensus problem in a network has received substan-
tial attention in recent years, partly due to the wide appli-
cations in areas such as sensor networks and autonomous
vehicle control. A relatively complete coverage of earlier
work can be found in the survey paper of [8], the recent
books by [14], [10] and references therein.

Consensus in a network with time delay has been ex-
tensively studied in the literature. Most results consider
the agent model as described by single-integrator dynamics
[1], [11], [9], or double-integrator dynamics [12], [4], [2].
Specifically, it is shown by [9] that a network of single-
integrator agents subject to uniform constant input delay
can achieve consensus with a particular linear local control
protocol if and only if the delay is bounded by a maximum
that is inversely proportional to the largest eigenvalue of
the graph Laplacian associated with the network. Sufficient
conditions for consensus among agents with first order
dynamics were also obtained in [11]. The results in [9]
were extended in [4], [2] to double integrator dynamics.
An upper bound on the maximum network delay tolerance
for second-order consensus of multi-agent systems with any
given linear control protocol was obtained. In the paper [13]
we established for homogeneous networks an explicit design
of a protocol which achieves consensus for the network given
a constant, uniform but unknown delay provided the delay
satisfies an explicit upper bound.

The result for single-integrator networks was later on
generalized in [1] to non-uniform constant or time-varying
delays. Also [6], [7] have recently presented interesting
results on robust consensus of linear multi-agent systems
(MAS) subject to non-uniform feedback delays. These works
are more general and realistic because of the nonuniformity
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of the delays. However, the latter papers only give a protocol
design methodology for single integrator networks while,
for a general network, they only present methods to verify
robustness to input delays.

The objective of this paper is to extend [13] to the case
of nonuniform delays. We study the multi-agent consen-
sus problem with nonuniform input delays. The agents are
assumed to be multi-input and multi-output and at most
critically unstable, i.e. each agent has all its eigenvalues
in the closed left half plane. In other words, we allow the
agents to have eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. We find
a sufficient condition on the tolerable input delay for agents
with high-order dynamics, which has an explicit dependence
on the agent dynamics and network topology. Moreover, in
a special case where the agents only have zero eigenvalues,
such as single- and double-integrator dynamics, arbitrarily
large but bounded delay can be tolerated. Another layer
of contribution is that for delays satisfying the proposed
upper bound, we present a controller design methodology
without precise knowledge of network topology so that the
multi-agent consensus in a set of unknown networks can be
achieved.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider a network of N identical agents(
Txi .t/ D Axi .t/C Bui .t � �i /; i D 1; : : : ; N;

zi .t/ D
PN

j D1 `ijxj .t/:
(1)

where xi 2 Rn, ui 2 Rm and zi 2 Rn, �1; : : : ; �N are
unknown constants satisfying �i 2 Œ0; x� � for i D 1; : : : ; n.
The coefficients `ij are such that `ij 6 0 for i ¤ j and
`i i D �

PN
j ¤i `ij . In (1), each agent collects a delayed

measurement zi of the state of neighboring agents through
the network, which we refer to as full-state coupling.

It is also common that zi consists of the outputs of
neighboring agents instead of the complete states which can
be formulated as follows:8̂<

:̂
Txi .t/ D Axi .t/C Bui .t � �i /;

yi .t/ D Cxi .t/; i D 1; : : : ; N;

zi .t/ D
PN

j D1 `ijyj .t/;

(2)

where xi 2 Rn, ui 2 Rm and yi ; zi 2 Rp. We refer to the
agents in this case as having partial-state coupling.

The goal is to make the agents asymptotically converge
to a reference trajectory. In the full-state coupling case,
the reference trajectory in this paper is generated by an
autonomous exosystem of the form:

Txr D Axr ; xr .0/ D xr0; (3)
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where xr 2 Rn.

Definition II.1 Consider the network described by (1). The
agents in the network achieve regulated state consensus if

lim
t!1.xi .t/ � xr .t// D 0; 8i D 1; : : : ; N:

Remark. Note that in the case of state-coupling if the
network graph has a directed spanning tree then the root
agent can serve as exosystem. The latter implies that the
root agent sets its input to zero and serves as the exosystem
for the other agents. This clearly requires some obvious
modifications to our definitions of L and  i .

In the partial-state coupling case, the reference trajectory
in this paper is generated by an autonomous exosystem of
the form:

Txr D Sxr ; xr .0/ D xr0;

yr D Rxr

(4)

where xr 2 Rr with .R; S/ observable while S has only
eigenvalues in the closed left half plane.

Definition II.2 Consider the network described by (2). The
agents in the network achieve regulated partial-state con-
sensus if

lim
t!1.yi .t/ � yr .t// D 0; 8i D 1; : : : ; N:

In order to achieve our goal, it is clear that a non-empty
subset of agents must have knowledge of their output relative
to the reference trajectory yr generated by the reference
system. Specially, each agent has access to the quantity

 i D �i .xi � xr /; �i D
(
1; i 2 �;
0; i 2 �;

(5)

in the full-state case or

 i D �i .yi � yr/; �i D
(
1; i 2 �;
0; i 2 �;

(6)

in the case of partial-state coupling. In the above, � is a
subset of f1; : : : ; N g which we will refer to as the root set.

The Laplacian matrix L D f`ij g 2 RN �N defines a
communication topology that can be captured by a weighted
graph G D .N ;E/ where .j; i/ 2 E ( `ij < 0. The graph
G is, in general, directed. However, in the special case where
G is undirected, we obtain a symmetric matrix L. Based on
the Laplacian matrix L of our network graph G we define
the expanded Laplacian

xL D LC diagf�ig D Œx̀ij �:

Note that xL clearly is not a Laplacian matrix associated to
some graph since it does not have a zero row sum.

It should be noted that, in practice, perfect information
of the communication topology is usually not available for
controller design and that only some rough characterization
of the network can be obtained. Using the non-zero eigen-
values of L as a “measure” for the graph, we can introduce

the following definition to characterize a set of unknown
communication topologies.

Definition II.3 For given root set �, ˇ; � > 0 and N , the set
GN;�

ˇ;�
is the set of undirected graphs composed of N nodes

satisfying the following property:

The eigenvalues of the associated expanded Lapla-
cian xL, denoted by �1; : : : ; �N , satisfy ˇ < �i < �

for i D 1; : : : ; N .

Remark. The fact that we deal with an undirected graph
implies that the expanded Laplacian xL is symmetric and
hence its eigenvalues are all real. The fact that all eigenvalues
are nonzero is equivalent (see [3, Lemma 7]) to the condition
that the associated network graph is such that each agent is
part of a directed spanning tree with a root agent which is
in the root set � of agents with direct access to information
about the exosystem.

Assumption II.4 The following assumptions are made
throughout the paper:

(i) The agents are at most critically unstable, that is, A
has all its eigenvalues in the closed left half plane;

(ii) .A;B/ is stabilizable and .A; C / is detectable;

Two consensus problems for agents with full-state cou-
pling (1) and partial-state coupling (2) can be formulated for
this set of networks respectively as follows.

Problem II.5 Consider a network of agents (1) with full
state coupling. The consensus problem, given a set of pos-
sible communication topologies GN;�

ˇ;�
and a delay upper

bound x� , is to design linear static controllers ui D Fzi for
i D 1; : : : ; N such that the agents (1) with ui D Fzi achieve
consensus with any communication topology belonging to
GN;�

ˇ;�
and for �1; : : : ; �N 6 x� .

Problem II.6 Consider a network of agents (2) with partial
state coupling. The consensus problem with a set of possible
communication topologies GN;�

ˇ;�
and a delay upper bound x�

is to design linear dynamic control protocols of the form:(
T�i D Ac�i C Bczi

ui D Cc�i ;
(7)

for i D 1; : : : ; N such that the agents (2) with controller
(7) achieve consensus with any communication topology
belonging to GN;�

ˇ;�
and for �1; : : : ; �N 6 x� .

III. CONSENSUS WITH FULL-STATE COUPLING

In this section, we consider the almost regulated output
synchronization problem for homogeneous multi-agents sys-
tems defined in (1), where the goal is to make the agents
asymptotically converge to a reference trajectory in the
presence of external disturbances. The reference trajectory
in this paper is generated by an autonomous system (3).
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For a given set of networks GN;�
ˇ;�

, we design a decentral-
ized local consensus controller for any network in GN;�

ˇ;�
as

follows:
ui D �˛B 0P".zi C  i /: (8)

Here P" is the positive definite solution of the algebraic
Riccati equation:

A0P" C P"A� P"BB
0P" C "I D 0: (9)

and ", as well as ˛, are design parameters which will
be chosen according to ˇ and � so that the multi-agent
consensus can be achieved with any communication topology
belonging to GN;�

ˇ;�
. Let

!max D
(
0; A is Hurwitz:
maxf! 2 R j det.j!I � A/ D 0g; otherwise:

Theorem III.1 For a given set GN;�
ˇ;�

with ˇ > 0 and x� > 0,
consider the agents (1) and any coupling network belonging
to the set GN;�

ˇ;�
. In that case Problem II.5 is solvable if,

x�!max <
�
2
: (10)

Moreover, it can be solved by the consensus controller (8) if
(10) holds. Specifically, for given GN;�

ˇ;�
and given x� satisfying

(10), there exist ˛ > 0 and "� > 0 such that for this ˛ and
any " 2 .0; "��, the agents (1) with controller (8) achieve
consensus for any communication topologies in GN;�

ˇ;�
and

�1; : : : ; �N 2 Œ0; x��.

Proof : Define zxi WD xi � xr as the regulated output
synchronization error for agent i 2 V WD f1; : : : ; N g and
zx D colfzxig. We can write the full closed-loop system as:

Tzx D zAzx � ˛ zB
�
D xL˝ B 0P"

�
zx: (11)

where

zA D IN ˝ A; zB D IN ˝ B; zP" D IN ˝ P";

while D represents the delays:

D D diagfDig where .Dizi /.t/ D zi .t � �i /: (12)

Based on the above delays, we define:

zD.!/ D diag f e�j!�i g: (13)

Choose ˛ such that

2˛ˇ cos.x�!max/ > 1: (14)

which is possible since x�!max <
�
2

. This implies in particular
that 2˛ˇ > 1 and hence:

2˛ xL > I (15)

for any extended Laplacian xL associated to a network graph
in GN;�

ˇ;�
since the smallest eigenvalue of the symmetric

matrix xL is larger than ˇ. We obtain that:

zP". zA� ˛ zB.xL˝ B 0P"//C . zA� ˛ zB.xL˝ B 0P"//
0 zP"

D �"I C .I � 2˛ xL/˝ P"BB
0P" 6 �"I

and hence zA � ˛ zB.xL ˝ B 0P"/ is Hurwitz. It follows from
[16] that system (11) is asymptotically stable if

det
h
j!I � zAC ˛ zB. zD.!/xL˝ B 0P"/

i
¤ 0; (16)

for all ! 2 R, for all �1; : : : ; �N 2 Œ0; x� � and all possible xL
associated to a network graph in GN;�

ˇ;�
.

We note that given (14), there exists a ı > 0 such that

2˛ˇ cos.x�.!max C ı// > 1: (17)

Next we will split the proof of (16) in two cases where
j!j < !max C ı and j!j > !max C ı respectively.

If j!j > !max C ı, we have det.j!I � zA/ ¤ 0, which
yields 	.j!I � zA/ > 0. Hence, there exists 
 > 0 such that

	.j!I � zA/ > 
; 8!; s.t. j!j > !max C ı: (18)

To see this, note that for ! satisfying j!j > x! WD maxfk zAkC
1; !max C ıg, we have 	.j!I � zA/ > j!j � k zAk > 1. But for
! with j!j 2 Œ!max C ı; x!�, there exists 
 2 .0; 1� such that
	.j!I � zA/ > 
, which is due to the fact that 	.j!I � zA/
depends continuously on !.

Given ˛, there exists "� > 0 such that

k˛ zB.xL˝ B 0P"/k 6 
=2 (19)

for " < "�. Note that 
 and "� can be chosed independent
of xL but only relying on the upper bound � for the largest
eigenvalue of xL. Combining (18) and (19) we obtain:

	.j!I � zA� ˛ zB.xL˝ B 0P"// > 


2

Therefore, (16) holds for j!j > !max C ı.
It remains to verify (16) with j!j < !max C ı. We will

prove through a Lyapunov argument that

zA� ˛ zB. zD.!/xL˝B 0P"/ (20)

is Hurwitz for any fixed ! satisfying j!j < !max C ı. This
will clearly imply (16). We define:

zQ" D xL˝ P"

We obtain:

zQ". zA� ˛ zB. zD.!/xL˝B 0P"//

C . zA � ˛ zB. zD.!/xL˝ B 0P"//
� zQ"

D xL˝ .A0P" C P"A/

� ˛.xL˝ P"B/.Œ zD.!/C zD�.!/�˝ I /.xL˝ B 0P"/

D �".xL˝ I /

C.I˝P"B/
�n

xL � ˛ xLŒ zD.!/C zD�.!/�xL/
o

˝ I
�
.I˝B 0P"/

6 �".xL˝ I /

In the last step we use that:

xL � ˛ xLŒ zD.!/C zD�.!/�xL/ < 0 (21)

To establish this, we note that:

zD.!/C zD�.!/ D diag.2 cos.!�i // > diag.2 cos.!x�//
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The above implies that:

˛
�

zD.!/C zD�.!/
�
> xL�1

given (17) and the fact that the smallest eigenvalue of xL is
larger than ˇ. This implies

˛ xLŒ zD.!/C zD�.!/�xL > xLxL�1 xL D xL
and we obtain (21).

This establishes that

zQ"

�
zA� ˛ zB. zD.!/xL˝ B 0P"/

�
C
�

zA � ˛ zB. zD.!/xL˝ B 0P"/
�� zQ" < 0

and hence (20) is Hurwitz for all ! satisfying j!j < !max Cı
which implies (16). This completes the proof.
Remark. The consensus controller design depends only
on the agent model and parameters x� ; ˇ and � and is
independent of specific network topology.

IV. CONSENSUS WITH PARTIAL-STATE COUPLING

Next, we consider the case of partial-state coupling and
design a controller of the form (7) which solves Problem
II.6. We first define a modified version of !max:

z!max D maxf! 2 R j det.j!I �A/ D 0

or det.j!I � S/ D 0g:
Note that in partial-state coupling, we present an exosystem
(4) which generates signals that the network needs to be
tracked. It is kind of intuitive that if we increase the
frequency of these reference signals then this will reduce
in a reduced capability to withstand delays. In the case of
state-coupling the exosystem had the same dynamics as the
agents and hence the exosystem does not impose additional
constraints on the delays.

We first design a precompensator. The objective is to find
a precompensator of the form:

Tpi D A1pi CB1 zui ;

ui D C1pi ;
(22)

such that the interconnection of (2) and (22) is of the form:8̂<
:̂

Txe;i .t/ D Aexe;i .t/C Be zui .t � �i /;

yi .t/ D Cexe;i .t/; i D 1; : : : ; N;

zi .t/ D
PN

j D1 `ijyj .t/;

(23)

and there exists z̆ such that:

z̆S D Ae
z̆ ; Ce

z̆ D R (24)

We start with ˘ and � which are uniquely determined by
the so-called regulator equations:

A˘ C B� D ˘S;

C˘ D R:
(25)

The design of this precompensator is quite straightforward
if, a priori, the agent has no dynamics in common with

the exosystem and .˘; S/ is detectable. In that case, the
precompensator is given by: A1 D S;C1 D � while B1 is
chosen according to the technique presented in [5] to guaran-
tee that the interconnection of (2) and (22) is stabilizable and
observable. However, if A and S have common eigenvalues
the design is a bit more involved. For details we refer to
[15].

To design a dynamic low-gain consensus controller we
start with the following algebraic Riccati equation:

A0
ePe;" C Pe;"Ae � Pe;"BeB

0
ePe;" C "I D 0: (26)

which has a unique solution Pe;" > 0 for any " > 0. Our
controller is then constructed as(

T�i D .Ae CKCe/�i �Kzi

zui D �˛B 0
ePe;"�i ;

(27)

where K is such that Ae CKCe is Hurwitz stable. ˛ and "
are design parameters to be chosen later.

Our consensus controller is then the interconnection of
(22) and (27) which together is a special form of (7). We
will show that this consensus controller solves Problem II.6:

Theorem IV.1 For a given set GN;�

ˇ;�
with ˇ > 0 and x� > 0,

consider the agents (2) with any communication topology
belonging to GN;�

ˇ;�
. In that case, Problem II.6 is solvable if,

x� z!max <
�
2
: (28)

Moreover, it can be solved by the consensus controller
consisting of (22) and (27) if (28) holds. Specifically, for
given ˇ, � and x� satisfying (28), there exist ˛ > 0 and "�
such that for any " 2 .0; "��, the agents (2) with controller
(22) and (27) achieve consensus for any communication
topology in GN;�

ˇ;�
and �1; : : : ; �N 2 Œ0; x� �.

Proof : The precompensator design ensures that there exist
z̆ satisfying (24). We define zxe;i WD xe;i � z̆xr as the regu-

lated output synchronization error for agent i 2 f1; : : : ; N g.
Using the definition � D colfzxe;1; : : : ; zxe;n; �1; : : : ; �N g we
find:

T� D
�
A C B.D xL˝ I /F"

�
� (29)

where

A D
"

zAe 0

� zK zCe
zAe C zK zCe

#
; B D

"
zBe

0

#
;

F" D
h
0 �˛ zB 0

e
zPe;"

i
:

while

zAe D IN ˝ Ae; zBe D IN ˝ Be; zCe D IN ˝ Ce;

zK D IN ˝K; zPe;" D IN ˝ Pe;";

with the operator D defined in (12). Note that in obtaining
the above we have used the fact that a delay Di commutes
with a linear time-invariant system, i.e. applying a signal
to a time-invariant system and delaying the resulting output
has the same effect as delaying the signal before applying
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it to a time-invariant system providing you match the initial
conditions of the system appropriately.

The system (29) can also be expressed as:

Tz� D
h

zA C zB.D xL˝ I / zF"

i
z� (30)

using

z� D
 
I 0

�I I

!
�

where

zA D
"

zAe 0

0 zAe C zK zCe

#
; zB D

"
zBe

� zBe

#
;

zF" D �˛
h

zB 0
e

zPe;"
zB 0

e
zPe;"

i
:

Choose ˛ such that

˛ˇ cos.x� z!max/ > 1: (31)

which is possible since x� z!max <
�
2

. As noted before this
implies:

˛ xL > I (32)

Consider the nominal system without delay. We will first
establish that this system is asymptotically stable. Consider:

V.z�/ D z�0
 

zPe;" 0

0 
Q

!
z�

where Q is such thath
zAe C zK zCe C ˛ zB 0

e.
xL˝ B 0

ePe;"/
i0
Q

CQ
h

zAe C zK zCe C ˛ zB 0
e.

xL˝ B 0
ePe;"/

i
6 �I (33)

Note that such a Q exists independent of xL and " provided
the eigenvalues of xL are smaller than � and " < "�. The
existence of Q is obvious since zAe C zK zCe is Hurwitz stable
while, for small "�, we can guarantee that Pe;" is arbitrarily
small with xL is uniformly bounded. We get:

TV D z�0
1

h
zA0

e
zPe;" C zPe;"

zAe � 2˛ zPe;"
zBe.xL˝ I / zB 0

e
zPe;"

i
z�1

C 2
˛ z�0
1

zPe;"
zBe.xL˝ I / zB 0

eQz�2

� 2˛ z�0
1

zPe;"
zBe.xL˝ I / zB 0

e
zPe;" z�2

C 
z�0
2

h
Q. zAe C zK zCe/C . zAe C zK zCe/

0Q

C˛Q zBe.xL˝ I / zB 0
e

zPe;" C ˛ zPe;"
zBe.xL˝ I / zB 0

eQ
i

z�2

Using (26) and (33), we obtain:

TV 6 �"z�0
1 z�1 � zv0zv � 
z�0

2 z�2 C 2zv
�
.I � ˛ xL/˝ I

�
zv

C 2
˛zv0.xL˝ I / zB 0
eQ/z�2 � 2˛zv0.xL˝ B 0

ePe;"/z�2

where zv D zPe;" z�1. Using (32), we get:

TV 6 �"z�0
1 z�1 � zv0zv C 2
˛zv.xL˝ I / zB 0

eQz�2

� 2˛zv0.xL˝B 0
ePe;"/z�2 � 
z�0

2 z�2

Clearly, k˛.xL˝ I / zB 0
eQk 6 M for some M and we choose


 such that 8
M 2 D 1. Next, choose " small enough such
that

k˛.xL˝B 0
ePe;"/k 6 1

8M

Note that we can choose " independent of the extended
Laplacian matrix xL since we know this matrix is bounded
given the upper bound � for its largest eigenvalue. We get:

2
˛zv0.xL˝ I / zB 0
eQz�2 � 2˛zv0.xL˝ B 0

ePe;"/z�2

6 1

2M
kzvkkz�2k 6 zv0zv C 1

16M 2 z�0
2 z�2

Using this we obtain:

TV 6 �"�0
1�1 � 1

16M 2�
0
2�2

which is obviously negative. This shows the system is stable
without delays.

Next, we consider the case with delays. Based on [16], we
only need to check whether:

det
h
j!I � zA � zB. zD.!/xL˝ I / zF

i
¤ 0 (34)

where zD.!/ is defined by (13), is satisfied for all ! 2 R,
for all �1; : : : ; �N 2 Œ0; x�� and all possible xL associated to a
network graph in GN;�

ˇ;�
.

As in the full-state case, we note that given (31), there
exists a ı > 0 such that

2˛ˇ cos.x�.z!max C ı// > 1: (35)

Next we will split the proof of (34) in two cases where
j!j < z!max C ı and j!j > z!max C ı respectively.

If j!j > z!max C ı, we have det.j!I � zA/ ¤ 0, which
yields 	.j!I � zA/ > 0. Hence, there exists 
 > 0 such that

	.j!I � zA/ > 
; 8!; s.t. j!j > z!max C ı: (36)

Given ˛, there exists "� > 0 such that

k zB. zD.!/xL˝ I / zF k 6 
=2 (37)

for " < "�. Combining (36) and (37) we obtain:

	
h
j!I � zA � zB. zD.!/xL˝ I / zF

i
> 


2

Therefore, (34) holds for j!j > z!max C ı.
It remains to verify (34) with j!j < z!max C ı. We will

prove through a Lyapunov argument that

zA � zB. zD.!/xL˝ I / zF (38)

is Hurwitz for any fixed ! satisfying j!j < z!max C ı. This
will clearly imply (34). Consider:

V.z�/ D z�0
 

xL˝ Pe;" 0

0 
 zQ

!
z�

where zQ is such thath
zAe C zK zCe C ˛ zB 0. zD.!/xL˝ B 0Pe;"/

i� zQ

C zQ
h

zAe C zK zCe C ˛ zB 0. zD.!/xL˝ B 0Pe;"/
i

6 �I (39)
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Note that such a zQ exists independent of xL, ", ! and the
delays �1; : : : ; �N provided the eigenvalues of xL are less than
� , j!j < z!max Cı, �1; : : : ; �N < x� and " < "�. The existence
of zQ follows from the fact that zAe C zK zCe is Hurwitz stable
while for small "� we can guarantee that Pe;" is arbitrarily
small while xL and zD.!/ are uniformly bounded. We get:

TV D z�0
1

�xL˝ .A0
ePe;" C Pe;"Ae/

�˛.xL˝ Pe;"Be/.Œ zD.!/C zD�.!/�˝ I /.xL˝ B 0
ePe;"/

i
z�1

C 2
˛ z�0
1

zPe;"
zBe. zD.!/xL˝ I / zB 0Qz�2

� 2˛ z�0
1

zPe;"
zBe. zD.!/xL˝ I / zB 0

e
zPe;" z�2

C 
z�0
2

h
Q. zAe C zK zCe/C . zAe C zK zCe/

0Q

� ˛Q zBe. zD.!/xL˝ I / zB 0
e

zPe;"

� ˛ zPe;"
zBe.xL zD�.!/˝ I / zB 0

eQ
i

z�2

Using (26) and (39), we obtain:

TV 6 �"z�0
1 z�1 � zv0zv

C zv
h
.xL � ˛ xLŒ zD.!/C zD�.!/�xL/˝ I

i
zv

C 2
˛zv0. zD.!/xL˝ I / zB 0
eQz�2

� 2˛zv0. zD.!/xL˝B 0
ePe;"/z�2 � 
z�0

2 z�2

Using (21), we get:

TV 6 �"z�0
1 z�1 � zv0zv C 2
˛zv. zD.!/xL˝ I / zB 0

eQz�2

� 2˛zv0. zD.!/xL˝B 0
ePe;"/z�2 � 
z�0

2 z�2

Clearly,
k˛. zD.!/xL˝ I / zB 0

eQk 6 zM
for some zM and we choose 
 such that 8
 zM 2 D 1. Next,
choose " small enough such that

k˛. zD.!/xL˝ B 0
ePe;"/k 6 1

8 zM
We can choose " independent of ! and xL since zD.!/ and
xL are uniformly bounded given our upper bound � for the
largest eigenvalue of xL. We get:

2
˛zv0. zD.!/xL˝ I / zB 0
eQz�2 � 2˛zv0. zD.!/xL˝ B 0

ePe;"/z�2

6 1

2 zM kzvkkz�2k 6 zv0zv C 1

16 zM 2
z�0

2 z�2

Using this we obtain:

TV 6 �"�0
1�1 � 1

16 zM 2
�0

2�2

which is obviously negative. This establishes that (38) is
Hurwitz for all ! satisfying j!j < z!max C ı which implies
(34). This completes the proof.
Remark. The low-gain compensator (27) is constructed
based on the agent model, the upper bound x� for the delays
and the network characteristics ˇ and � . Explicit knowledge
of the network or delays are not needed.

Corollary IV.2 For a given set GN;�

ˇ;�
with ˇ > 0 and x� > 0,

consider the agents (2) with any communication topology

belonging to Gˇ;�;� . Suppose the eigenvalues of A are either
zero or in the open left half plane. In that case, Problem II.6
is solvable by the consensus controller (27). Specifically, for
given ˇ, � and x� > 0, there exist ˛ > 0 and "� > 0 such
that for any " 2 .0; "��, the agents (2) with controller (27)
achieve consensus for any communication topology in GN;�

ˇ;�

and � 2 Œ0; x� �.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we study the multi-agent consensus with
nonuniform constant input delay for agents with high-order
dynamics. A sufficient bound on the delay is derived under
which the multi-agent consensus is attainable. Whenever
this condition is satisfied, a controller without the exact
knowledge of network topology can be constructed such that
consensus can be achieved in a set of networks. The next
objective is to see whether a similar result can be obtained
for directed networks.
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